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1.What Is BWT ?
BigWolf is introducing BWT token. The BWT is a new
cryptocurrency (BEP-20)& TRC20, ERC20, Polygon and smart
contract platform that gives financiers, game developers,
content creators and cryptocurrency communities the required
crypto-backed value and tools for implementing and managing
virtual goods.
BigWolf will develop a powerful framework of open-source
software development kits ,wallets,, virtual item management
apps and a payment gateway platform.
Join us in launching the most usable cryptocurrency for unique
innovations.

Big Wolf Token
While we provide a minimum price for tokens produced on our
own network, we lock more Big Wolf as collateral in the
production of each token and increase price stability.
We will create a WFUSD Stable Token on the Wolf blockchain for
use in swap transactions within Wolf Wallet.
Big Wolf Token will be the main Coin on all platforms such as
”Wolf Wallet“, ”Wolf Exchange".
Why Is the BigWolf Blockchain Advantageous?
Since BWC is locked in exchange for all the tokens that will be
produced on the BWC Blockchain, it appears on this blockchain
and investors invest safely. At the same time, since there will
always be more BWC decreases in the market, both the BWC
value and the value of tokens produced on the network will
increase simultaneously. Value stability will be ensured in the
market. Crypto currency investors who have confidence will
turn to tokens in the BWC network. In this regard, serious project
tokens will take priority in choosing the BWC network.
The WOLF ecosystem offers its investors a Reliable, transparent,
fast and completely decentralized anonymous Blockchain
network within all popular systems in the cryptocurrency sector.

“We are hosting the biggest change in the
cryptocurrency sector, we are building TRUST. “
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Why BigWolf Token?

Experience real decentralization with confidence.

Get rewards without any technical knowledge and equipment,
without mining or operating the device thanks to Staking
Reward Program. The whole control is in the hands of the
community. Developers do not have Big Wolf Tokens. The
developer team has the same requirements as the entire
community. Since they don't have Big Wolf Tokens in their
wallets, they can't make loaded sales, they can’t manipulate
the market. This, in turn, ensures constant price stability.
Developer team revenues are 0.01% of the stake earnings in
the entire community. They benefit from 10% of the Separate
Fee fees.
“We are cleaning the cryptocurrency sector from fake
tokens and making it more secure.”
Thanks to the innovations that we will develop in stages, we
reach more people and provide price stability in a positive
way.
We attract the attention of all communities with the
production of Secured Tokens, which is the first in the world.
Since the value of the issued tokens will be directly
proportional to the BWC, it prevents their speculation in the
pre-sales market.
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Smart
CryptoCurrency

2. BigWolf Is For DEFI and
Web 3.0
Wolf is a community that follows the philosophy of
“Decentralizing FINANCE”, designed and developed by
blockchain developers all over the world.
At the birth stage of the project, we realized that in fact a lot of
DEFI projects are not decentralized.
BWT Token is BSC, ERC, TRC, Polygon compliant, yet combines
another ‘special’ protocol that expands its’ Token functionality
within BWT virtual reality environments. Welcome to Web 3.0
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What is DEFI (decentralized finance) actually?
It is the financial structures that the community has power
over, where finance is not controlled by certain people. This
means that certain people should not control this structure.
The whole power should be in the community itself.
We are building a financial structure in the Wolf Ecosystem
that is completely under the control of the community. With a
completely fair distribution, we distribute Wolf equally to the
entire community.

HERE IS REAL DECENTRALIZATION
In the Wolf Ecosystem, there are multiple types of products,
including the Public chain, the wallet client, Decentralized
applications (daps), automated payment systems. These
products are closely related to each other and together this
supports the stability of the entire ecosystem

BigWolf Developer Team – bigwolftoken.com
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The Reel Freedom
Ethereum is a decentralized cryptocurrency integrated with the
Binance Smart Chain, Tron, Solana, Polygon(Matic) blockchain
networks. The reason why it is extraordinary is that the blockchain
works in a decentralized network environment, where the creation
and storage of data does not depend on specific people or
organizations, and data is never replaced by cryptography. We
will activate the secured token creation protocol, which is the first
in the world in the Wolf Blockchain that we will create.
In this case, we will not allow fake tokens on the Wolf Blockchain.
We will always keep security at the forefront by launching this first
in the Cryptocurrency sector.
The source code of the BigWolf Token smart contract is available
to everyone. At the same time, in order to present the Wolf
Ecosystem to developers, all contracts have been published
publicly on github. 10% of the total token supply is allocated as a
reward to developers who want to develop the project on github,
so it is open for continuous development in a transparent way.
Each token on the Wolf blockchain hosts important projects. For
each token that wants to be created on the blockchain, the
amount of BigWolf tokens that will be determined will be locked. In
this way, we aim to provide a continuous increase in the value of
the BigWolf Token, which is the basis of every project in the Wolf
Ecosystem. With Wolf Wallet, it will be possible to securely store
many solid-based cryptocurrencies. Wolf Wallet is a unique
cryptocurrency wallet where you can store all the
cryptocurrencies in many blockchain networks. With Wolf
Exchange Decentralized Cryptocurrency Platform, we will again
include our decentralized exchange, a buying and selling board
that is very few in the world, in our ecosystem. Cryptocurrency
working with many networks, wallet working with many networks,
and decentralized swap platform working with many blockchain
networks
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2.Purpose & Solutions
Cryptocurrencies solve and develop many problems related to
the functioning of the blockchain and different network structures
that are in effect today. These developments and solutions cause
some disadvantages over time. The disadvantages of the awardwinning methods obtained by mining with the Proof of Work
algorithm and Masternode are getting harder and harder. These
operations, which mostly depend on technical knowledge and
hardware competence, cannot be performed easily and in a short
time by everyone.
The use of crypto money for high commission payments and
volatile ups and downs becomes disadvantageous in commercial
activities. It is not possible to show a crypto money transfer by
writing a statement about what crypto money transfers mean,
except for a few coins. Also when you transfer crypto money
wrong wallet, you can not get back your money.

BigWolf Developer Team – bigwolftoken.com
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WHAT ARE
BWT SOLUTIONS ?
01. Get rewards without any technical knowledge and
equipment, without mining or operating the device thanks to
Staking Reward Program.
02. To ensure that unlimited alphanumeric characters and
text sent as description on the TRC, ERC and BSC with memo
wallet.
03. Payment system, As a provider, you can implement your
own desired features, such as carts, web invoices, email/SMS
notifications, refunds and more by building on the open-source
code.
04. BigWolf minted tokens will create trust and security with
high speed. Money transfer anywhere in the world with very fast
transactions is possible. It is one of the fastest among
cryptocurrencies.
05. Before the transfer is made, the recipient address will be
scanned on the blockchain and checked for existence. If the
address has a wallet, the transfer will take place. Otherwise,
the transfer will not be possible.
06. Using the BSC,ERC &TRC base, BWT offers users the ability
to scale XB and transfer small amounts, thanks to the
minimum transfer fee in the BSC network.
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Reward Program (New Generation Staking)
Without having technical knowledge and to allow them to get
reward without any machine. Users can receive the rewards they
have won in the next month. They can be withdrawn exactly 1
month after the staking date. This process takes place every
month for 12 months. At the end of one year, the award program
ends. Users transfer their rewards every month via the
decentralized BSC, TRC, ERC, Polygon blockchain, thanks to the
smart contract witout any intermediaries.
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Memo Wallet
You can write a description with the memo feature and indicate
why you made your crypto money transfer thanks to BigWolf
Wallet. Thanks to unlimited alphanumeric explanations, you can
add as much text as you want to all your transfers.
Businesses and organizations know what cryptocurrency transfers
for and can distinguish it from. This explanation feature, which will
be made easily to individuals, businesses and organizations
through Memo wallet, will provide savings, efficiency and trust.

Decentralized Payment Gateway
The Platform BWT makes creating a complex decentralized
payment gateway a breeze. It is designed to allow for unique new
payment structures which can reduce accounting work and
increase trust between merchants and customers. As a provider,
you can implement your own desired features, such as carts, web
invoices, refunds and more by building on the open-source code.

High Speed for Transaction
BigWolf minted tokens will create trust and security with high
speed. Money transfer anywhere in the world with very fast
transactions is possible. It is one of the fastest among
cryptocurrencies.
BWT will be the preferred payment system for everyone thanks to
this feature that can be used in daily life.

Incorrect Receiver Blocking on Blockchain
BigWolf Wallet service all users to save their BWT and other
cryptocurrency based on TRC,BSC, ERC. When you want to send
any token on BigWolf Wallet, if receiving address is wrong, BigWolf
Wallet won’t allow you to transfer your BWT and other tokens to
save your money.
Also BWT will not be lost and the transaction will be canceled by
BigWolf ecosystem in the case of erroneous transactions made to
crypto money wallets other than BWT

Low Transfer Fee
Directing cryptocurrencies on the blockchain is labor, and thanks to
these fees, miners and validators are paid, which keep the system
running smoothly. Transaction fees can vary depending on the
density of the blockchain network. A user who wants their payment
to be urgently verified; may choose to pay a higher fee to avoid the
current transaction queue. In BigWolf’ s own ecosystem, there are
no miners that produce new BWT tokens.
Therefore, transaction fees are negligible. Using the TRC,BSC and
ERC base, BWT offers users the ability to scale BWT and transfer
small amounts, thanks to the minimum transfer fee in the BSC,ERC
&TRC network. The transfer fee will be the least among all
cryptocurrencies, and will be realized in its own BWT ecosystem and
network.
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BigWolf Token
Supply and Distribution
25% of this will be brought together with the community through three
different marketing methods;
The first stage will be presented to the people who will form the main
community of the project through the Big Wolf token.The second stage is
oplatformnline marketing and airdrops. The third stage will be completed
with the Pre-sale (ICO) on Cryptocurrency Exchanges
25% of it will be held for the purpose of providing liquidity on stock
exchanges.
15% will be distributed by the Stake method.
25% will be locked in the main wallet for the production of Secured
Tokens, which is a first in the world. Unlocking is possible only with the
production of tokens.
10% is allocated as a reward to developers for the continuous
development of the WOLF ecosystem.
Total Supply

10,000,000,000

Providing Liquidity on Stock Exchanges.

2,500,000,000

Community,Marketing and Airdrop

2,500,000,000

Locked in the Main Wallet

2,500,000,000

Distributed by the Stake method

1,500,000,000

Developer Team

1,000,000,000
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100%
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Start using your smart
wallet in a minutes
You can use BigWolf
mobile wallet for staking
reward program and
transfer your BWT easily in
a Fast and Safe Way.
-

Staking
BigWolf Swap
Connect Smart Contract
Get Rewards
High Security
Blocking Incorrect Transfer

Request Payment
22 May 2022
Process Payment
22 May 2022
Sending
22 May 2022
Completed

$ 320,30 USDT
= 102,10 BWT
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Wolf
Payment
Wolf, which can work
integrated with all
Blockchain networks, has
developed its own
automatic payment
system to increase the
value of Big Wolf. Thanks
to its fast, reliable and
compatible features, it
aims to be used as a
payment tool in many
projects and systems.

Request Payment
22 May 2022
Process Payment
22 May 2022
Sending

Users will be able to make payments
with their choice from the Binance
Smart Chain, Ethereum, Tron, Solana,
Polygon networks, so there will be no
need to use many different wallets.
This payment system will allow the
name of the Wolf Ecosystem to be
heard more and more and create
more demand.

22 May 2022
Completed
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Keep and Staking for your
BWT, Get Rewards
Users can receive the rewards they have won in the next month. They
can be withdrawn exactly 1 month after the staking date. This process
takes place every month for 12 months. At the end of 12 months,, the
award program ends. Users transfer their rewards every month via
the decentralized Tron & Binance Smart Chain, thanks to the smart
contract without any intermediaries.
The staking reward rate is 5% for a month and 60 % for 12 months up
to 2,500,000,000 BWT can be locked in staking program and no user
can benefit from the rewards program anymore on mobile wallet.
Rewards rate and time interval can be changed by BigWolf
community decision thanks to by survey and voting on official
website.
Your lock will be removed automatically after 12 months. After
removing your BWT from staking, it is not possible to continue to
receive rewards due to a smart contract. You can withdraw your BWT
at any time after 12 months, but you will not be able to continue
receiving rewards from reward program after it has been withdrawn.
You can lock your BWT again for 12 months to get rewarded.
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Developments &
Road Map
Planing Project Create Unique BigWolf Team Exploring the new virtual world -

- Technical Features Development
- DEFI Analytics
- Web 3.0 and Blockchain Innovations

Testing Smart Contract Research for Mobile Wallet Publish BWT and Smart Contract -

-Programming BWT Products
- Deploying BWT on Github
- Presale and ICO
- Start to stake BWT token

Exchange Listing Pancake Initial Token Supply Mobile Wallet Promotion BigWolf Swap Studies -
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Developments &
Road Map

-Listing on Coingecko
- Start BgWolf Wallet
- End of ICO and Presale
- BigWolf Area Website Dev.

Listing on CEX platforms Start for BigWolf Swap Dev. Publish BigWolf Wallet Lite -

- Listing on Coinmarketcap
- Publish BigWolf Wallet Pro
- Start to create Defi and Web3.0 app

BigWolf Swap Testing BigWolf Event-
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What can you do with BWT ?
BWT is an investment tool, a value that can be used on exchanges,
and also a cryptocurrency you can use in your purchases. It has the
perfect opportunity to get rewards.

Trade and Payment with BWT
You can buy and sell instantly on global
exchanges. The Platform BWT makes creating
a complex decentralized payment gateway a
breeze.

Technology

Reward Program

BWT is a global, open-source
platform, and it has
decentralized structure.

A wonderful opportunity to
get rewards for 12 months
thanks to unique rewards
program.

BWT is unique thanks to
features.

Transfer with Memo

For Business

This explanation feature, which
will be made easily to individuals,
businesses and organizations
through Memo wallet, will provide
savings, efficiency and trust.

The use of BwT will be supported
by stable cryptocurrency and will
be used by exchanging it in its
stable form during the transaction.
Fast, secure and low fee.
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www. bigwolftoken.com
Follow Us
https://twitter.com/bigwolftoken
https://www.instagram.com/academybigwolf
https://www.reddit.com/user/bigwolftoken
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bigwolftoken
https://github.com/bigwolftoken
support@bigwolftoken.com
info@bigwolftoken.com
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